Exhibitors/ Standbuilders
Request Form 2021

Suspension Points

Fair or event: _______________________________________ Hall / Standnr. : ___________________________
Requests, complete with detailed plans preferably in DWG or PDF (see page 2 for this order form) of stand position, suspension points, guy
ropes/steel wires, measurements and weights of any objects, must be in our possession at least five weeks before the start of the event.
Mansveld Expotech Infra is the only rigging firm that is permitted to make suspension points on the roof of MECC Maastricht. Accordingly, third
parties are not permitted to make suspension points. Mansveld Expotech Infra can not guarantee all materials required are in position at the
beginning of the 1st day of the build-up.
Up to 21 days before the production of the event starts, you will receive a 25% discount on regular prices. These are the early bird prices. All prices
stated are net and exclusive of VAT. These prices are only valid in MECC Maastricht. We will be glad to assist you with the correct riggingplan,
complete with all the relevant truss materials, motorized hoists and customized services.
Description

Code

Early-Bird
prices

Regular
prices

On-site prices

Amount

Steel wire 4mm maximum weight 60kg per point, including ver-lock 4mm & shackle
hire (excl. pre-rig)

183850

€ 124,50

€ 156,00

€ 171,50

Suspension point for motor hoist/manual hoist on height (max. 500kg) incl. bridle
point and shackle

157300

€ 151,00

€ 188,50

€ 207,00

Hang up and remove motor hoist/manual hoist from a third party per hoist (only in
combination with 157300)*

148650

€ 114,50

€ 143,00

€ 157,50

Manual hoist 500kg including 1 suspension point for the entire exhibition period
including a 1,5 meter covored steel, 1 metric ton, with shackle
(excl. pre-rig)

157600

€ 249,00

€ 311,00

€ 342,50

Surcharge truss structure, including rental, assembly & disassembly (pre-rig)**

225550

€ 31,50

€ 39,00

€ 43,50

_______

Boom lift + wages per hour - 100% - Monday / Friday | 08:00h - 24:00h

244400

€ 160,00

€ 200,00

€ 219,00

_______

Boom lift + wages per hour - 150% - Between 00:00h – 08:00h and on Saturday

143850

€ 181,50

€ 227,00

€ 250,00

_______

Boom lift + wages per hour - 200% - Sundays and holidays

221250

€ 141,00

€ 305,00

€ 335,50

_______

Grounder + wages per hour - 100% - Monday / Saturday | 08:00h - 18:00h

324300

€ 62,50

€ 78,00

€ 86,00

_______

Grounder + wages per hour - 150% - Monday / Saturday | 18:00h - 08:00h

325800

€ 78,00

€ 98,00

€ 107,50

_______

Grounder + wages per hour - 200% - Sunday and holidays

326550

€ 104,00

€ 130,00

€ 143,00

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

The undersigned declares that he has taken note of the conditions as record on appendix 1/1 of the request form.

Company name: _______________________________

Email:

___________________________

Contact person : _______________________________

City:

___________________________

Invoice address: _______________________________

Fax:

Postal code:

_______________________________

Country: ___________________________

Telephone:

_______________________________

Date:

_______________________________

___________________________

Signature : __________________________

Mansveld Expotech Infra B.V. | P.O. Box 1067, 5602 BB Eindhoven | the Netherlands | info@mx.nl | www.mx.nl |
Location RAI Amsterdam: Europaplein 22, 1078 GZ Amsterdam | the Netherlands
Rigging T +31(0)20 549 27 57 | rigging@mx.nl | Energy: T +31(0)20 549 27 20 | energie@mx.nl
Location MECC Maastricht | Forum 100, 6229 GV Maastricht | the Netherlands | T +31(0)43 362 44 11 | F +31(0)43 362 48 48 | maastricht@mx.nl
CC 341.38.134 | VAT NL8092.18.422.B01 | IBAN NL54 INGB 0658 1348 33 | BIC INGBNL2A | Bank name: ING Bank N.V.
All quotations, contracts and implementations are subject to the General Conditions of Live Communication & Events B.V. as deposited with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce in Eindhoven
under number 175.50.466. A copy of these General Conditions will be sent to you on request.
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*Own Motor hoists
If you decide to use your own motor hoists, you must deliver your own motor hoist to the stand with the chain taken out.
You can order article 148650 only in combination with article 157300. For the record, Mansveld Expotech Infra would like to point out the requirement
that motorhoists must be verifiably inspected. (Valid inspection certificates must be produced on request). If you are going to be using electric/powered
tackles, the exhibitor/standbuilder will need to ask Exhibitor Services (ES) of MECC Maastricht for a power source. Mansveld Expotech Infra assumes no
responsibility in the event that the requisite power supply fails.
Please hand in your requests, complete with detailed plans preferably in DWG or PDF, at least five weeks before the start of Interclassics 2020. Up to 21
days before the production of Interclassics starts, you will receive a 25% discount on the regular prices. These are the early bird prices.
It is important that your request contains details of: stand position, suspension points, guy ropes/steel wires, measurements and weights of any objects
to be set up. See the key of symbols below.
On receipt of your application, you will always receive a quotation from Mansveld Expotech Infra which also serves as the order confirmation. When you
have signed this quotation and given us your bank details and detailed plans, we will be able to handle your request.
Invoicing is done by MECC Maastricht.
NB : without plans and additional information (see next bulletpoint), we will not be able to handle your request.
**Truss-structures (pre-rig)
In view of the safety and the building construction of the roof trusses, with the associated load possibilities, there are limitations in MECC Maastricht. The
possibilities for suspension points are therefore limited. If additional truss structures (=pre-rig) are to be used, a surcharge will be calculated on top of the
mentioned prices. For that reason, always ask us beforehand for a suitable solution with an accompanying quotation, so that you are not confronted with
unexpected costs, such as for the usage of extra truss structures (= pre-rig).

Please return this request form to:
Mansveld Expotech Infra
P.O. Box 1067
5602 BB Eindhoven
Maastricht@mx.nl
For more information about our products and services, please visit www.mx.nl

Mansveld Expotech Infra B.V. | P.O. Box 1067, 5602 BB Eindhoven | the Netherlands | info@mx.nl | www.mx.nl |
Location RAI Amsterdam: Europaplein 22, 1078 GZ Amsterdam | the Netherlands
Rigging T +31(0)20 549 27 57 | rigging@mx.nl | Energy: T +31(0)20 549 27 20 | energie@mx.nl
Location MECC Maastricht | Forum 100, 6229 GV Maastricht | the Netherlands | T +31(0)43 362 44 11 | F +31(0)43 362 48 48 | maastricht@mx.nl
CC 341.38.134 | VAT NL8092.18.422.B01 | IBAN NL54 INGB 0658 1348 33 | BIC INGBNL2A | Bank name: ING Bank N.V.
All quotations, contracts and implementations are subject to the General Conditions of Live Communication & Events B.V. as deposited with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce in Eindhoven
under number 175.50.466. A copy of these General Conditions will be sent to you on request.
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Your request
1. Each request should be accompanied by:
complete address data for invoicing purposes;
name of trade fair; hall and stand number; and
a drawing in *.dwg format (AutoCad) or *.pdf
which accurately reflects the position of the
materials to be suspended and the location of
the stand in the hall.
2. All of the chosen suspension points should
be shown on the relevant drawing, including
the (height) dimensions in meters, associated
weights in kg and preferably at scale of 1:100.
3. In regard to the suspension of the supplied
items, we assume that they are fitted with the
correct, safe suspension and/or fixing means
(see also point 10). If we are also required to
take care of the assembly/disassembly of the
suspended item then we will be happy to
make you a suitable offer.
3.1 Hanging and removing banners
A – Mansveld Expotech Infra will not
take the exhibitor’s banners into storage.
MECC Maastricht’s carrier will take care of
storage and transport. Therefor contact regarding
storage and transport need to be made directly
with the carrier of MECC Maastricht. The costs of
storage and transport are for the exhibitor.
B – The banners supplied by you must be
complete and already assembled. A banner
is only complete when it is accompanied
by a frame and eyelets.
3.2 All conducting metal constructions (such as
lights, wall contact boxes (WKDs), etc.) should be
suspended on plasticized steel cables.
Construction rules
4. All materials with a weight in excess of 60
kg must be suspended using at least a hand or
motor hoist intended for that purpose.
5. Hoists that are supplied and fixed by
Mansveld Expotech Infra are fully finished with
chain bag. The chain is to be packed up and/
or removed as soon as Mansveld Expotech
Infra has the opportunity, depending on the
situation in the hall. Mansveld Expotech Infra
can decide to begin with the disassembly and/
or removal of the chains at a later point in time
due to safety considerations.
6. Mansveld Expotech Infra reserves the right
not to carry out requests on the grounds of
limitations of the roof structure of the hall in
which the stand is located and/or for safety
reasons.
7. Mansveld Expotech Infra assumes no

responsibility for damage or consequential
loss arising from incorrect information or
treatment of the suspension points by the
requestor.
8. Mansveld Expotech Infra assumes no
responsibility for the suspended construction
belonging to third parties or for the work carried
out on the structure by the requestor or
by third parties. Weights per suspension point
or per object communicated to us are binding
values and may not be amended without
the explicit written permission of Mansveld
Expotech Infra.
9. Mansveld Expotech Infra shall not be
responsible for any damage caused if the
weights communicated have been amended
without the aforementioned permission. Any
damages incurred by us in such a case may be
recovered from the client.
10. For the rigging materials, the relevant
national and international regulations and
standards will be applicable. Contrary to
industrial safety margin factor of 5, the
entertainment industry applies a safety factor of
10. Therefore all standard industrial hoisting
equipment should only be loaded to half of
the load shown on it (an industrial 500 kg
hoist may only be loaded to 250 kg when used
in the entertainment industry).
All hoisting equipment must be fitted with a
label mark showing a minimum of the following
codes: WLL, date of manufacture, testing
date or latest date for retesting. Materials that
do not meet this requirement, or which show
clear signs of damage, must not be used.
11. Certain materials may be rejected on
safety grounds and this could lead to the
immediate suspension of activities on your stand
near/next to/under the structure concerned.
12. Cherry pickers must only be operated by
persons who can demonstrate that they are
authorised to do so.
13. 4 mm Steel cables are fitted with end
ver- locks/fixing ver-locks with a purpose
designed lift ver-lock with associated pin in
accordance with DIN 15315 (1 type are available:
4 mm) The use of U bolt wire rope clips,
so-called steel cable clamps, is not permitted
for hoisting equipment. For all other heavier
hoisting elements and loads, Mansveld Expotech
Infra will provide for each suspension
point a 10mm diameter strap/handle with
Talurit pressed end joints.
14. If you wish to set up the whole rigging
yourself, or to have it set up by a third party,
Mansveld Expotech Infra is always required

to provide the suspension points you need.
If you choose to do this, you must supply all
materials required and assemble/ disassemble
yourself within the specified construction and
disassembly times.
Work must only be carried out by properly
qualified riggers. An accurate drawing of the
entirety showing the weight for each point
(include calculations) and dimensions in
meters at a scale of 1:100 should be submitted for
approval, preferably in *.dwg format
(AutoCad) or *.pdf, at least five weeks prior to
the first day of the trade fair/event.
General Terms and Conditions.
15. All quotations, contracts and implementation
are subject to the General Conditions
of Live Communication & Events B.V. as deposited
with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce
under number 17250466. A copy of these
General Conditions will be sent to you on
request, free of charge. Any applicability of the
general conditions of the exhibitor is hereby
expressly denied.
Claims
16. Claims will only be dealt with by Mansveld
Expotech Infra if Mansveld Expotech Infra
has received them in writing within 3 days of
delivery of the work concerned, and if they
contain precise details of the nature and
grounds of the complaint.
17. If Mansveld Expotech Infra deems the
claim to be valid, Mansveld Expotech Infra is
still under the obligation to deliver the work
agreed, unless Mansveld Expotech Infra shows
a preference for crediting.
18. Only if, and in as far as, the claim is
deemed valid, will the obligation to payment
of the amount of the claim be postponed until
the claim has been settled.
Prices
19. All prices shown are net and exclusive of
21% VAT. Up to 21 days before the production
of the exhibition/event starts, you will receive
a 25% discount on the regular prices. These
are the early bird prices. Mansveld Expotech
Infra reserves the right not to handle requests
that are submitted during the construction
period.
Invoicing
20. Invoicing is done by MECC Maastricht.
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